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Children's Book: The Watermelon Princess Italian-English Bilingual Story with Illustrations Ages:
3 to 7 A watermelon adventure: exciting, funny and unbelievable! 1. Why is this Italian-English
bilingual picture book created?The best time to learn a second language is in early childhood,
when the brain is more receptive to language learning.The best way to learn a new language is
by reading books, which can help children learn spelling, vocabulary, grammar and sentence
structures at the same time.The best books for learning a foreign language are bilingual stories
with pictures, which can facilitate children's understanding of the plot and reinforce their
linguistic memory.That's why we created this bilingual picture book for children .2. What are the
advantages of Italian-English bilingual children?There are many benefits of being bilingual.
Scientific studies have shown that compared to children who speak only one language, bilingual
childrenhave longer attention spansare better at multitaskingperform better in school testshave
better social and communication skillshave better career opportunitiesearn more money in
jobshave lower risks of stroke and Dementia in old ageare more open-minded, tolerant and
flexible3. How to raise Italian-English bilingual children?Einstein said, "If you want your children
to be intelligent, read them stories; if you want your children to be more intelligent, read them
more stories." He emphasized the importance of reading stories in a child's cognitive
development.We believe that reading stories in two languages can maximize the positive effects
of reading, because different languages are stored in different parts of the brain and bilingual
stories can stimiluate and activate more regions in the brain than monolingual stories.So
Einstein's quote can be changed into "If you want your children to be intelligent, read them
monolingual stories; If you want your children to be more intelligent, read them bilingual stories!
Raising bilingual kids is a long process. It requires determination, patience, practice and
repetition. When you read bilingual stories to your child every day, you are training their language
muscles.One little bilingual story could lead to a big step in your child's life. 4. Who can use this
Italian-English bilingual book?This book is recommended for: bilingual childrenbilingual
familiesbilingual kindergartensbilingual schoolsbilingual classesbilingual librariesStart the
amazing bilingual journey today!

“A quiet book for the preschool nature shelf.” ― Kirkus Reviews, 02/04/18“A great book to pair
with units or explorations of spring or fall. Kids will enjoy the rhyming text and colorful pictures.” ―
I Heart Literacy, 05/01/18“Tree Song is music to our ears!”― Vancouver Children’s Literature
Roundtable, 04/18“A good addition to primary collections and would be useful in conjunction
with discussions about natural cycles and conservation.”― CM Reviews, 12/07/18“Lends itself
perfectly as a read-aloud in the primary grades . . . aligns well to the big ideas of the primary
science curriculum . . . worth revisiting more than once.” ― Elementary Teachers’ Federation of



Ontario Voice Magazine, 09/19“Calming and almost meditative in its rhythm.” ― Lazy Day
Literature, 03/21/20 --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorTiffany Stone has
been playing with words for as long as she can remember. She especially enjoys penning
poems and puns and using a lot of alliteration. Tiffany lives in Whonnock, BC, where she is
constantly inspired by trees.Holly Hatam makes art as a way of expressing her emotions. Her
illustrations combine simple line drawings, complimented by elements of texture, photography
and splashes of organic paint. She lives in Whitby, Ontario. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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Copyright © 2018 XY ChildrenAll rights reserved.I nonni di Mia vivono in un piccolo paese
chiamato il Paese dei Cocomeri, dove c’è tanto sole tutto l’anno.Mia's grandparents live in a little
village called the Watermelon Village, where there is a lot of sunshine all the year round. I
cocomeri di questo paese sono i più grandi e dolci del mondo.Watermelons from this village are
the biggest and the sweetest of the whole world. La scorsa estate, Mia andò a far visita ai
nonni.Last summer, Mia went to visit her grandparents. Ogni mattina, andava con i nonni al
campo di cocomeri.Every morning, she went with her grandparents to the watermelon field. Le
piaceva guardare i cocomeri che, ogni giorno, diventavano sempre più grandi.She loved
watching the watermelons grow bigger and bigger every day.  
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